In his amusing and sometimes outrageous analysis of collectinga heady consumer-age cocktail of psychoanalysis and sociological reflection -Jean Baudrillard stresses the dangers of completing collections. The end of the collectionthe private collectionmeans the death of the collector. To collect is to live, or at least not to perish: 'the collection staves off the menace of death'. Collect or die. Baudrillard's account owes much to Freud, who had himself earlier written that 'a collection to which there are no new additions is really dead'. This claim, however, is far from universally valid. Christian naturalists like Hans Sloane (1660-1753) tended to believe it possible to collect complete series of species, for example, because they trusted that the natural world had not substantially altered since the divine act of Creation. 'There are very few things which I lack', he once confidently observed to a naturalist colleague. Completion inspired not foreboding but pious thoughts of happy termination and postlapsarian redemption. The hortus conclusus modelled natural history as a complete garden that recuperated the loss of Eden, and the total catalogue provided a road map to paradise and eternal life. 1 In early twenty-first-century Western societies, however, alarm bells are ringing about the end of collections. The first bell is political and tolls most loudly in Paris. 'I cannot accept that a large part of cultural heritage from several African countries is in France', declared President Emmanuel Macron in November 2017 at the University of Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso. 'African heritage can't just be in European private collections and museums … I want the conditions to be met for the temporary or permanent restitution of African heritage to Africa'. So there are 'conditions' to this promise of museological decolonization, but art historian Bénédicte Savoy, who has been tasked with helping to realize the French president's ambition, heralded Macron's initiative hopefully as a 'restitution revolution'. 2 Restitution by no means automatically entails a sweeping repatriation of objects. Yet restitution talkor simply acknowledging museums' histories and collections' provenanceconjures the spectre of the end. My own experience discussing Hans Sloane and the origins of the British Museum, including Sloane's extensive involvement with the Atlantic slave trade, suggests how common such reactions remain, especially in Britain, where colonial history is largely ignored rather than confronted. My biography of Sloane does not press an explicit restitutionist case but I have nonetheless been repeatedly asked does this mean everything must now go back? And what about the Elgin Marbles? Arguments about those Greek stones notwithstanding, there are hardly so many repatriation claims that they would empty Western museums, as is often supposed. Returns via NAGPRA, for example, have not destroyed American museums, and it is only right that many genuine cases of wrongful seizure be candidates for repatriation. But as Nicholas Thomas has argued, there is also a risk that possibilities for creating new museological programmes that build accurate provenance narratives and encourage greater international exchange across the globe may get reduced to a political argument over sending things back (as has happened between Athens and London). Another way to put this is that repatriating collections won't necessarily bring about the decolonizing of Western museum narrativesthere needs to be a cultural programme for telling museum stories about relationships between peoples across history, and not just a legal corrective. Savoy and her co-author Senegalese scholar Felwine Sarr have published their report and recommended that all African objects in French collections which cannot be demonstrated to have been 'legitimately' acquired should now be permanently returned to the African continent. At the time of writing (16 February 2019), however, it is not clear whether Macron and his administration will agree or, for that matter, how long he will remain in power. 3 Macron's initiative has nonetheless already provoked unprecedented radical visions of the endthe end of the collection, the museum, the prestige it confers on Western countries, and even some version of civilization, since so much has been staked on imagining museums as repositories of civilization and instruments of civic improvement. Whatever form the Macroniste millennium takesthe geopolitical wit of a man who acknowledges the 'crimes' of colonialism while welcoming Donald Trump with a military parade should not be underestimatedit promises a reckoning much dreaded or much longed-for, depending on how one regards Walter Benjamin's famous statement that 'there is no document of civilization which is not at the same time a document of barbarism'. How French initiatives may influence museums in other countries remains an intriguing open question. 4 The second alarm is economic and rings most loudly in Londonanother great former seat of empire. I say 'economic', but it is no less political than the first. I refer to the regime of neoliberal museology in the UK, where a decade of cuts to public funding justified by 'austerity' in the aftermath of the 2008 banking crisis has severely undermined British museums, their staff and their working conditions. Long-standing claims to the rightful stewardship of the world's heritagebecause we can take care of it better than its countries of origincollide spectacularly with the elimination of adequate provision for even basic maintenance, in an ideological environment where lower taxes invite the privatization of public services. The latest name for this museological Götterdämerung is Carillion: the private facilities contractor to which the British Museum outsourced its physical upkeep in 2013 and which collapsed in early 2018, causing redundancies, wiping out staff pensions and leaving the BM (one of the five most visited museums in the world) without proper maintenance. And this comes before Brexit, with the likelihood of severe economic disruption, particularly if there is no legal and commercial exit agreement between Britain and the European Union. 'Why Collect?', a report chaired by historian David Cannadine and published in February 2018, documented the decline in collecting by British art museums, raising the prospect of sell-offs and British collections becoming 'inert and lifeless'. Collect or die. Even leading American institutions seem prone to current crunches. For the first time, that impoverished institution the Metropolitan Museum of Art now charges visitors from outside the New York area twenty-five dollars for admission. As artist-activist Andrea Fraser has documented, dizzying revenues from art sales correlate with deepening inequality, as megacollectors lobby politicians to shrink the tax base. Will the public museum survive under neoliberalism or just become another privatized public good? 5 There is, of course, no self-evident reason why museum collections should endure. The fire which tore through the National Museum in Rio de Janeiro on 2 September 2018 is a particularly painful case in point, as it destroyed a large portion of irreplaceable collections that count as Brazilian, if not global, natural and cultural patrimony. The disaster of the conflagration confirms the argument of Regina Horta Duarte, the leading historian of that museum, that the fortunes of museums remain continually vulnerable to changing governmental and economic regimes, since funding cuts had already raised alarms about the collections' safety. This is something we seem particularly unwilling to acknowledge in the global North, which projects an image of timeless public stability to reinforce claims to rightful stewardship, but is especially called into question by fiascos like Carillion. 6 The intriguing essays in this issue explore many ways collections end. Jenny Bangham, for example, explains how living collections of Drosophila flies get deaccessioned when they are deemed to lose scientific relevance. Ann Kakaliouras describes the repatriation and reburial of Kennewick Man (reminiscent of the return of Sara Baartman, the 'Hottentot Venus', to South Africa in 2002), as well as the end of the category 'Palaeoamericans'. Boris Jardine shows how historical scientific instruments were removed from the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge. In Sloane's case, virtually none of his 1,886 quadrupeds survive, because they fell victim to the sacrificial 'bonfires' of rotting specimens carried out by early British Museum curators. There are countless examples of theft, loss and return, from the London Natural History Museum's repatriation of human remains to Torres Strait Islanders to the Getty sending stolen antiquities back to Italy. Bristol's Empire and Commonwealth Museum opened in 2002 but closed in 2009 after unlawful sales from its collections. There is nothing inherently stable about the status or value of collections, and their physical survival requires continual labour. Not for nothing is the dread of dispersion the abiding fear of the collector, as Benjamin long ago observed, one that cuts right across the spectrum of class and wealth from art collectors to lovers of collectibles. 7 But what appears even more striking in these essays is the suggestion that old collections often don't die but linger, drift and morph, even as their value remains unclear. They have a tenacious capacity for transformation and adaptation. Sloane's substantial plant and seed collections have been preserved virtually intact since the eighteenth century, despite passing decades and in some cases even centuries without use. The contributors to this issue compellingly dramatize the point that endings often entail beginnings, as new regimes of value succeed old ones, even if collections are left in a limbo of ambiguous continuity where they survive because curators aren't yet convinced they won't prove valuable in future. 8 Helen Curry demonstrates how the end of individual seed collections coincided, as in the case of Burt Berrier, in the creation of a new centralized and collectivized seed database, linking the integration of personal collections to processes of standardization (as does Bangham). Ostensibly resolved processes of categorization may always reopen under new curatorial and political regimes, as Dahlia Porter's exploration of how anatomist William Hunter's collections have been reorganized since his death reminds us. Immortalization via institutionalization inevitably means transformation. Ana María Gómez López explores the persistence of the fossil collections and collages of palaeontologist Johannes Weigelt at the Geiseltalmuseum, notwithstanding its closure to the public in 2011. The banishment of historic scientific instruments from the Cavendish, Jardine points out, eventually led to the curation of such instruments as museum collections in their own right. Using the case of the Kiel anatomist Spee, Nick Hopwood ruminates on how retired collectors themselves seem never wholly to withdraw but to haunt those collections they have cared for over many years with an enduringly 'possessive love'.
In Kakaliouras's account, the repatriation of Kennewick Man and the retiring of the category of 'Palaeoamericans' can be seen as endings which are also acts of resumption, granting sacred remains and historical narratives back to Native Americans. Ricardo Roque recounts the story of how a series of colonial Portuguese bloodgroup cards, produced as a racial biopolitical survey of Asian and African subject populations, fell into irrelevance over time. He shows how these objects then revived in new ways, as they became tangled up with the anthropobiologist Maria Emilia Castro e Almeida's efforts to vindicate the memory of her father António de Almeida, the collection's original mastermind. The Almeida saga is a poignant example of how collections don't end, don't stay the same, anddespite their institutionalization and even obsolescencetake on new and often intense personal value. Roque's story also illustrates the tendency of many scientific collections to end up as fodder not for scientists, but for historians.
Something similar may be said of the vexing tale told by Emma Kowal of the surviving statue of colonial anthropologist Baldwin Spencer in the collections of Museum Victoria in Australia. Curators have not disposed of the statue, and continue to differ on where to put it and how to display ita striking example of value defying both elimination and positive articulation. Of course, this is just one instance of our current Statue Wars, which wrestle with the question of what is to be gained or lost from preserving or removing. Retain, rewrite or remove? There is no better symbol of such confusion than the bizarre spectacle of the tarpaulins that were placed over the statue of Robert E. Lee in Charlottesville, Virginia, only to be repeatedly torn down and put up again during 2017-2018. The quandaries of data collection underscore the point further. As David Skinner and Matthias Wienroth observe in their account of the UK police national DNA database, deletion is hard. Mark Zuckerberg's Congressional testimony on Facebook's alleged role in compromising the 2016 US elections increased public awareness that social media data collection is continual, apparently unavoidable and virtually The stories told by these essays recall recent work by Mirjam Brusius and Kavita Singh examining the importance of storage in the constitution of the museum. Storage is a kind of zombie facility that neither gives life nor brings death but allows most objects to survive (the book's vampiric subtitle is Tales from the Crypt) on a kind of undead minimalist life support. In my contribution to that volume, I concluded that storage reveals the twilit conditions of most collections' careers. Storage manages potentially vexing questions of value by implicitly promising that one day stored items will prove their usefulness, deferring precise judgements on specific objects to a seemingly endless future. Storage is the thing since, for better or worse, we live at a time of swollen accumulation when deaccessioning remains frowned upon, although the Baltimore Museum of Art now plans to sell works by Warhol, Rauschenberg and others to buy more art by women and people of colour. As British collections have ceased to grow in a global economy where Asian, Gulf state and Russian fortunes now exceed American ones (let alone those of Europeans), it is little wonder that pressure is increasingly placed on wringing greater value from imperial-era collections, whether via loan programmes, attracting new foreign patrons or ever greater numbers of tourists. (Cannadine is arguably wrong about the need to collect: since over 90 per cent of major museums' holdings sit in storage, less collecting might promote more use of what they actually have.) 'Unlock the power of art', US Trust (the private wealth-management branch of Bank of America) invites its high-net-worth clients, to exploit their collections as capital resources, while advocates of 'Art Market 2.0' are now planning total financialization through the selling of shares in individual works of art. Whether one is spending heavily or no longer collecting the way one used to, collections are precious commodities. And although Europe's empires are lost, their successors still trade on venerable brand names to broker new collections around the world, as shown by the expansion of Sotheby's and Christie's into Asian art and antiquities markets, and the way collectors in regions such as the Middle East see institutions like the British Museum as partner repositories who can legitimate their own collecting on the world stage. 10 My final point is not about how collections endor don'tbut how they begin, and when and where. The excellent essays in this issue mostly concentrate on the biological and anthropological sciences of the long twentieth century and their legacies in Britain and Europe, and their former colonies. But it would be fascinating and important in future to think about when and where such stories fall in historical time, and how the long Western post-colonial present relates to larger patterns of world history. The history of collecting has typically been framed as a European or Western story, with the rest of the world figuring essentially as a source community for writing the history of European empires and Western institutions, or indeed hardly figuring at all, as in the magisterial work of Susan Pearce, which refers exclusively to a distinctive European tradition in collecting. 11 The economic ascendancy of China, the Gulf states and other nations, however, now raises new questions about the old beginnings and endings of purposeful accumulation. While Western media herald the 'new' art collectors in Chinawhose art market now outstrips that of the US and by far that of the UKthe collecting traditions of Asia are in some ways rather older than those of the West. It's just that, unlike the Europeans and Americans who made great collections long after them, they didn't produce enduring museums that survive into our present. Two brief examples illustrate the point. Sheikh Hamad bin Abdullah Al Thani of Qatar has in recent years amassed one of the world's great collections of Mughal-era gemstones and jewels. Qatar's oil fortunes may be new but the sheikh's ambitions are not; rather, they demonstrate a historical continuity with the collecting ambitions of early modern South Asian emperors, whose gems literally outshone their equivalents in the West. Consider also the case of Jerry Yang, the Taiwanese American Internet entrepreneur who made his fortune as co-founder of Yahoo!, and who, on the advice of friends, began to collect Chinese calligraphy. Again, Yang's fortune was new but his personal identification with specific forms of heritage and his collecting decisions were historically minded, leading him to calligraphyone of the great mainstays of imperial Chinese collections under successive dynasties. 'It allows me to understand the past and see the future', he writes. 'It brings me back to my culture and heritage, but also to watch the Chinese people of today as they embrace their past'. The point is not that there's nothing new under the sun, but that there are long-term patterns of cross-cultural change and revivalnot to mention conventions of legitimacy and prestige rooted in historical objects, as the recuperation of Mughal jewellery and Ming calligraphy suggestswhich help us to see that collecting has a deep world history of which the modern West forms but one part. It is right and necessary that Westerners understand their own collecting heritageand champion a liberal and reflexive understanding of its legaciesbut we need to be more cognizant that Sloanes and Gettys are neither the first nor the last to dream of collecting the world. We need to recast the history of collecting with such interesting geopolitical facts in mind. 12 When it comes to the natural sciences, contrasting patterns of Western contraction and Chinese investment are easily observed as well, as dreams of total collection shift from Western to Asian worlds. China is now developing the world's largest collection of human and non-human genome data at the Shenzhen-based BGI Genomic Services the world's largest genomic sequencing centrewhere director Huanming Yang has declared his ambition to collect the DNA of every living organism on Earth. Of course, the Chinese have long traditions of collecting in fields such as botany and ethnography, even if many Westerners aren't aware of this, since Western identity has been predicated on various narratives of exceptionalism, the clearest example of which is the allegedly unique character of modern Western science. CERN's Large Hadron Collider, built by the European Union to collect information from experimental work in particle physics, makes for a striking contrast with the eclipse of NASA, owing to the decline of federal funding for large-scale US science projects, though the future of the EU itself remains in doubt. In America, it is entrepreneurial data collectors like Craig Venter and Zuckerberg who capture the imagination today, rather than national endeavours like the Apollo moon missions. But now China has FAST (the Five Hundred Metre Aperture Spherical Telescope): the world's largest ever radio telescope, which is to say, the largest physical instrument for collecting information in the history of the world. As Chinese astrophysicists like to comment, it is China's turn to revel in the luxury of pure science, envisioning a seemingly limitless accumulation of information with no obvious application. Despite this national pride, however, it is interesting to note the role played by foreign technicians on the project as well as the current difficulties FAST is experiencing in finding someone to run it. Perhaps, some Western journalists have snarkily suggested, some latter-day Jesuits will provide directorial assistance as in earlier centuries? 13
